


Mandatory Assignment 03 – Illustration
 
IntroductIon

 In this assignment we were asked to produce a photo based illustration with vectors elements 
based on a song. There is no opportunity to use text in the poster. The illustration must be in the 
format 210 x 300 mm, with a resolution of 300 ppi and 3 mm bleed. 

InterpretatIon of the task

 The main issue here is to illustrate a song. It should add a new dimension to the music.
 To do that I need to underestrand it and then try to express it by the illustration.

strategIc desIgn

The target group are besides obvious Lana Del Rey fans, young people up to 30 years old - 
they are potencial new fans. 

By this illustration, I want to invite people to watch the music video or simply listen to the 
song. It should be interesting, maybe confusing, so it will make a viewer wonder, intrigue.

It should also express feeling, atmosphere and the meaning of the song.

research and work process

creatIve methods

I spent a couple of days just listening to music and imagining how I coud illustrate it.

I had a couple of songs which I considered, such like: Hozier - Take Me To Church, 
OneRepublic - Counting Stars, Katy Perry - Dark Horse or Alice Cooper - Poison.

I worked a bit with Poison, but it did not go well, it was unclear what I was trying to say, so 

I decided to try something else. I ended up with “Summertime Sadness” by Lana Del Rey.

“I got my red dress on tonight

Dancing in the dark in the pale moonlight

Done my hair up real big, beauty queen style

High heels off, I’m feeling alive”

This is what I am trying to show by my illustration. The bridge, which you can see on the 
right side  refers to the music video. 

analysIs

Illustration Styles

One may say that there are as many illustration style as illustrators. Examples of style are 
3D, communicative, collage, comic, montage, manga, decorative, technical, educational,sa-
tirical, pop, realistic and many more.



sketches 







desIgn

I used a picture of a summer night as a background. I used photoshop to create the moon.
Rest of the illustartion I made in the Illustrator. Two objects, a dancing girl and a bridge. I then 
scanned it, image traced, worked with vectors and life painted them. 

colours

The color which draws attention is deifnitely the red color of the dress. 

composItIon, layout, grId

In the foreground you can see the dancing girl, which is the most imortant object in this illustra-
tion.

sources and references

·	 Lana Del Rey - Summertime Sadness

·	 Illustration Style - Definition

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVjsGKrE6E8
http://www.theinformedillustrator.com/2013/04/illustration-style-definition.html

